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Abstract

An implementation method for differential Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying receivers with Phase Control is presented. It is shown that in such receivers the effect of InterSymbol Interference (ISI) on the signal, caused by the adjacent bits is reduced by introducing Phase Control in accordance with the data stream. This results in improved system performance, particularly at low values of time-bandwidth product of the premodulation gaussian filter where ISI is high. With the application of this technique the performance of differential receiver is enhanced to a level where it is comparable to that of coherent receiver and yet avoids the problems associated with the complex carrier recovery in the latter case.
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1. Introduction

In order to facilitate more efficient use of the Radio spectrum the search for optimal digital modulation schemes continues. The ideal technique would require minimum bandwidth for a given data rate, experience minimal degradation over a normal fading and noisy land mobile radio channel, and preferably have a constant envelope to allow the use of class-c non-linear amplifiers.

Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) almost fulfils these requirements. It has a constant envelope with a compact spectrum which currently makes it one of the best options for mobile radio system designs. Beyond its first major application in the GSM system, GMSK is used in several other communication systems such as Digital Cellular System (DCS1800) and wide area data services including RAM Mobile Data (RMD) and Cellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD). Gaussian filtered Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK), which is in fact GMSK with a modulation index of other than 0.5, is adopted by a number of systems such as Digital European Cordless Telephone (DECT) and Cordless Telephone 2 (CT2).

The GMSK signal is generated using either a VCO based or a Quadrature based structure. Although these two structures are equivalent in theory, the quadrature modulator is used in most transmitter systems since it is much easier to maintain the modulation index at exactly 0.5, a prerequisite for coherent demodulation.

GMSK signals can be detected coherently, non-coherently (using limiter discriminator) or differentially, each method possessing advantages and disadvantages in terms of complexity, synchronisation properties and performance. Coherent detection involves complex carrier recovery and has a severe performance degradation if this process is impaired by a typical Rayleigh fading radio channel [1]. Limiter discriminator detection has better synchronisation properties although its Bit Error Rate (BER) performance is poor with respect to that of coherent detection. Differential detection lies between the other two systems in terms of the above factors, and since most radio channels need to operate in a fading environment, this method of detection is often preferred.

In Differential GMSK, the signals can be detected by using an n-bit differential detector (n=1,2,3,...). Previous studies have shown that a 2-bit differential system gives the best performance although still inferior to coherent detection [2].

Whilst implementing various differential systems on a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), the effect on the BER performance of introducing Phase Control (PC) in the delay arm of the detectors is investigated. The PC method is based on first evaluating the ISI contribution of previous bits on the present signal phase and then cancelling its effect, or at least reducing it, by varying the phase delay accordingly.

2. GMSK Modulator

The pulse response of the Gaussian Low Pass Filter (GLPF) of Fig. 1 has a direct influence on the spectrum and performance of the system. This response is determined by the value of the normalised bandwidth $B_0$, which is the product of the 3 dB cut-off frequency of the GLPF, $B$, and the bit period, $T$.

![Fig. 1 GMSK Quadrature based modulator](image-url)
The GLPF can be represented by a FIR filter with a response \( g(t) \) to a unit amplitude rectangular pulse of duration \( T \) given by

\[
g(t) = \frac{1}{T} \left[ Q\left(2nB \frac{t-T/2}{\sqrt{\ln 2}}\right) - Q\left(2nB \frac{t+T/2}{\sqrt{\ln 2}}\right) \right] \tag{1}
\]

for all values of \( B_n \) where

\[
Q(t) = \int_{t}^{\infty} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\tau^2/2} d\tau.
\tag{2}
\]

The response \( g(t) \) is shown in Fig. 2 for a range of \( B_n \) values. \( g(t) \) extends over several symbol periods depending on the value of \( B_n \) and must be truncated symmetrically over a certain number. A response duration of 4 bits is required for \( B_n = 0.25 \) and this duration would be increased as \( B_n \) is reduced.

The output of the GLPF is expressed as

\[
s(t) = \sum_{i=-\infty}^{\infty} b_i g(t - iT) \tag{3}
\]

where \( b_i \) is bit polarity. The quadrature based GMSK output is given by

\[
x(t) = \cos(\omega_c t) \cos(m(t)) - \sin(\omega_c t) \sin(m(t)) \tag{4}
\]

which is equivalent to the VCO based modulator output

\[
x(t) = \cos(\omega_c t + m(t)) \tag{5}
\]

where

\[
m(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} s(\tau) d\tau = \sum_{i=-\infty}^{\infty} b_i \int_{-\infty}^{t} g(t - iT) d\tau. \tag{6}
\]

\( k_m \) is a constant, chosen in such a way that the contribution of a single phase pulse to the change of the modulated phase \( m(t) \) is exactly \( \pi/2 \).

Fig. 2 Response \( g(t) \) of GLPF for different \( B_n \) values

Fig. 3 demonstrates mathematical models of the instantaneous frequency changes at the output of the GLPF for \( B_n = 0.25 \), the I and Q-baseband signals and the constant envelope of the GMSK signal.

Referring back to Fig. 1, the differential encoder is required in 2-bit and 3-bit differential systems in order to avoid error propagation in the preceding data bits if a bit error occurs. The data to the encoder is denoted as \( a_k \) and the output is denoted as \( b_k \). The differential encoding rule for a 2-bit differential system is given by

\[
b_k = -a_k b_{k-1} \tag{7}
\]

and for a 3-bit differential system

\[
b_k = -a_k b_{k-1} b_{k-2} \tag{8}
\]

Fig. 3 (a) Eye diagram at the output of GLPF \( (B_n=0.25) \)
(b) I and Q-baseband signals
(c) Constant envelope of GMSK signal \( x(t) \)

3. Differential Detection

In differential detection of GMSK, a 2-bit differential system provides the best performance. The block diagram of Fig. 4 shows an n-bit differential detector \( n=1,2,3,.. \) with the 90° phase shift only required for odd values of \( n \).

Fig. 4 Block diagram of an n-bit differential detector

In laboratory test, the input to the pre-detection BandPass filter (BPF) is corrupted by Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). The output of the 2-bit differential detector, denoted by \( d(t) \), is obtained by LowPass Filtering (LPF) the product of the received signal \( r(t) \) and a 2-bit delayed version of itself

\[
d(t) = r(t)(r(t - 2T) = \cos(k_m \sum_{i=-\infty}^{\infty} b_i \int_{-\infty}^{t} g(t - iT) d\tau + n(t)). \tag{9}
\]

Where \( n(t) \) represents all the noise terms. At the time instant \( kT \) for \( k=1,2,3,.. \), \( d(t) \) is given by

\[
d(kT) = r(kT)(r(kT - 2T) = \cos\left(\sum_{i=-\infty}^{\infty} b_i \theta_{k-1} + n(kT) \right) \tag{10}
\]

where

\[
\theta_{k-1} = k_m \int_{kT-2T}^{kT} g(t - iT) d\tau. \tag{11}
\]
The values of $\theta_i$ for different $B_n$ values are shown in Table 1 where $\theta_0$ and $\theta_1$ represent the signal phase, and the rest are the ISI terms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$B_n$</th>
<th>$\theta_0$</th>
<th>$\theta_1$</th>
<th>$\theta_2$</th>
<th>$\theta_3$</th>
<th>$\theta_4$</th>
<th>$\theta_5$</th>
<th>$\theta_6$</th>
<th>$\theta_7$</th>
<th>$\theta_8$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Phase shifts in degrees corresponding to the signal and the ISI terms for the 2-bit differential detection

Observe that $\theta_i$ is zero for $i \geq 4$ and $i \leq -3$, and that the sum of all the terms in each row is $180^\circ$ since the modulation index is 0.5. Therefore, equation (10) can now be written as follows

$$d(kT) = \tau(kT)\gamma(kT - 2T) = \cos(\Delta \theta_k) + n(kT) \quad (12)$$

where $\Delta \theta_k$ is the differential phase angle given by

$$\Delta \theta_k = b_{1.2} \theta_{0.2} + b_{1.3} \theta_{0.3} + b_{1.4} \theta_{0.4} + b_{1.5} \theta_{0.5} + b_{1.6} \theta_{0.6}$$

(13)

$\Delta \theta_k$ corresponding to all possible input data combinations for $B_n=0.25$ is given in degrees in Table 2 and hence the phase state diagram is shown in Fig. 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$b_{1.2}$</th>
<th>$b_{1.3}$</th>
<th>$b_{1.4}$</th>
<th>$b_{1.5}$</th>
<th>$b_{1.6}$</th>
<th>$\Delta \theta_k$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>178.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>141.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>141.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>c -141.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>c -141.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>103.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>103.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>f 37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: $\Delta \theta_k$ for all input data combinations in a 2-bit differential system ($B_n=0.25$).

Fig. 5 Phase-state diagram of a 2-bit differential detector ($B_n=0.25$)

The phase-state diagram highlights the positions of the different phase angles at the sampling instants. It is evident from Fig. 5 that the phase states at the output of the 2-bit differential detector are not symmetrical with respect to the y-axis (decision threshold). The corresponding eye diagram of Fig. 6 for $B_n=0.25$, obtained on the oscilloscope, confirms this analysis. This asymmetry is only present in 2-bit differential systems and results in performance degradation if the decision threshold is not adjusted accordingly. This is achieved easily on DSP by shifting the decision threshold line to the middle of the misplaced eye.

The minimum differential phase angle $\Delta \theta_{min}$ for a 2-bit detector is defined as

$$\Delta \theta_{min} = Signal \ Phase \ - \ 2 \ \sum \ ISI \ terms \quad (14)$$

and for 1-bit and 3-bit detectors equation (14) is multiplied by a factor of two to take into account the $90^\circ$ shift. The significance of $\Delta \theta_{min}$ is to determine the lowest $B_n$ value that can be used with each detector, i.e. $\Delta \theta_{min} > 0$. For instance, in a 2-bit detector, $\Delta \theta_{min}=63.6^\circ$ for $B_n=0.25$ and $\Delta \theta_{min}=20.4^\circ$ for $b_n=0.18$. $\Delta \theta_{min}$ can be calculated for any values of $B_n$ and for any differential detector.

Fig. 6 Measured eye diagram for $B_n = 0.25$ of a conventional 2-bit (a) transmitter, (b) detector

4. Application Of Phase Control

In GMSK, the signal phase is affected by the ISI contributed by the adjacent bits due to the operation of the GLPF in the modulator. Therefore, the information of the previous bits as well as the preceding bits could be present at the decision time instant $kT$ on the present signal phase. There is little that can be done on the effect of the preceding bits that have not yet been received, although the ISI caused by the previous bits can be eliminated, or greatly reduced, as that information is already available prior to the decision time for the present signal. This information is derived by analysing the information presented in the previous section and applying the appropriate phase shift in the delay arm of the differential detector.

Carrying on with the case for the 2-bit detector and $B_n=0.25$, Fig. 5 shows that the states 'd' and 'e' are the closest states to the decision threshold line $y$-axis and are subject to maximum amount of ISI. The objective would be to move these states away from this line without bringing any of the other states any closer. Also, by referring to Table 1, it is clear that amongst the ISI terms relating to the previous bits it is only $\theta_0$ that is significantly large for the given values of $B_n$, therefore, in most cases the effect of the other terms are ignored. With reference to equations (13) and (14) it is now evident that the amount of phase shift,
$\delta_2$, in the delay arm of the 2-bit detector is $2b_{k-2}\theta_2$ given by the following rule
\[ \delta_2 = \begin{cases} -2b_{k-2}\theta_2 & \text{if } b_{k-1}\neq b_{k-2} \\ 0 & \text{if } b_{k-1}=b_{k-2} \end{cases} \]  
(15)

$\Delta\theta_k^{PC}$ is the differential phase angle for a 2-bit detector with PC. Its values corresponding to all possible input data combinations for $B_n=0.25$ is given in degrees in Table 3 and hence the Phase-state diagram is shown in Fig. 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$B_n$</th>
<th>$b_{k-1}$</th>
<th>$b_k$</th>
<th>$b_{k-2}$</th>
<th>stat</th>
<th>$\Delta\theta_k^{PC}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>$a'$</td>
<td>178.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>$a'$</td>
<td>-178.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>$b'$</td>
<td>141.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>$b'$</td>
<td>178.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>$c'$</td>
<td>-141.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>$c'$</td>
<td>-178.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$d'$</td>
<td>141.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>$d'$</td>
<td>-141.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$e'$</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>$e'$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$f'$</td>
<td>-37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>$f'$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$g'$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$g'$</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$h'$</td>
<td>-37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>$h'$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 $\Delta\theta_k^{PC}$ for all input data combinations in a 2-bit differential system with PC ($B_n=0.25$).

Fig. 7 Phase-state diagram of a 2-bit differential detector with PC ($B_n=0.25$).

It can be observed from Fig. 7 that all the phase states are now at a further distance from the y-axis as well as being symmetric. In the evaluation of the minimum differential phase angle of equation (14) for the 2-bit detector with PC the ISI terms are now those caused by the future bits only, i.e. $\theta_i$, where $i<0$. $\Delta\theta_{\text{min}}$ for $B_n=0.25$ is now increased from 63.6° to 102.4° indicating a larger eye. A graphical representation from a mathematical modelling and the output of an implementation of this system on DSP are shown in Fig. 8 which both confirm the above analysis.

It is also noted that by using this method lower values of $B_n$ can be achieved for each detector. This would indicate that a smaller transmission bandwidth would be required for a given bit rate whilst maintaining performance.

The structure of a 2-bit differential detector with PC is given in Fig. 9. Note that there is no longer any need to adjust the decision threshold level. Also, the encoder that is required in the modulator of a 2-bit differential system is required in the detector as shown.

Fig. 9 Block diagram of the 2-bit differential detector with PC

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Fig. 10 Measured Eye diagrams of : (a) Conventional 1-bit detector (b) 1-bit detector with PC (c) Conventional 3-bit detector (d) 3-bit detector with PC.

The same mathematical analysis can be applied to other n-bit differential systems [3]. Fig. 10 shows eye diagrams, resulting from DSP implementation tests, for 1-bit and 3-bit detectors with and without the PC for $B_n=0.25$. It is observed that PC has a significant impact on all of the detectors at low $B_n$ values. This impact becomes less pronounced at higher $B_n$ values where ISI is less.

The amount of phase shift in the delay arm of the 1-bit detector can be formulated as follows
\[ \delta_i = b_{k-1}\theta_i' \]  
(16)

where $\theta_i' = 18.2^\circ$ for $B_n=0.25$. 

---

Similarly, the amount of phase shift in the delay arm of the 3-bit detector can be formulated as follows
\[
\delta_3 = \begin{cases} 
2b_{k-3}b_{k-2} & \text{if } b_{k-2} = b_{k-3} \\
0 & \text{if } b_{k-2} \neq b_{k-3}
\end{cases}
\] (17)
where \( \delta_3 = 18.8^\circ \) for \( B_n = 0.25 \).

5. Signal Combining

It has been shown in the last section that in the implementation of differential detectors on DSP application of PC in the delay arm results in an increase in the eye opening in the corresponding eye diagrams. The effect on the performance of designing a receiver based on using the outputs of two of the detectors jointly [3] is now investigated. The first receiver is a combined 1-bit and 2-bit detector both with PC (1+2PC) and the second receiver is a combined 2-bit and 3-bit detectors both with PC (2+3PC).

The structure of the 1+2PC is shown in Fig. 11.

![Fig. 11 Block diagram of the 1+2PC receiver](image)

The decision law for this receiver is given by
\[
\hat{a}_k = \text{sgn}[d'(kt) - c_1\hat{a}_{k-1}d(kt)]
\] (18)
where \( d(kt) \) is the sampled output of the 2-bit detector with PC (2bit-PC), \( d'(kt) \) is the sampled output of the 1-bit detector with PC (1bit-PC) and \( c_1 \) is the combining coefficient. The transmitter required for this detector does not employ a differential encoder. The eye diagram of this receiver is shown in Fig. 12.

![Fig. 12 Measured eye diagram of the 1+2PC receiver (B_n=0.25)](image)

The structure of the 2+3PC is shown in Fig. 13.

![Fig. 13 Block diagram of the 2+3PC receiver](image)

The decision law for this receiver is given by
\[
\hat{a}_k = \text{sgn}[d'(kt) - c_2\hat{a}_{k-1}d''(kt)]
\] (19)
where \( d''(kt) \) is the sampled output of the 3-bit detector with PC (3bit-PC) and \( c_2 \) is the combining coefficient. The differential encoder that is required in this system, both in the transmitter and the receiver, is identical to the one used in the 2bit-PC system. The measured eye diagram of this receiver is shown in Fig. 14.

![Fig. 14 Measured eye diagram of the 2+3PC receiver (B_n = 0.25)](image)

6. Results

All of the receivers with PC that have been described here require precise phase shifts according to their mathematical analysis. For instance, in a 2bit-PC receiver a phase change of \( \pm 37.6^\circ \) would be required if the previous 2 bits are not identical. The phase shifting process is carried out by manipulating the I and Q channels. The received signal in the receiver DSP is resolved into its I and Q components, using a nominal carrier sinewave, and treated as a complex signal such that
\[
V_0 = I + JQ
\] (20)
This signal is then multiplied by a complex number of unit amplitude and an appropriate phase.

In the transmitter DSP, the quadrature based modulator of Fig. 1 is implemented and the data bits are generated at 4 kbps with 8 samples/bit and baseband frequency, using a Pseudo Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) generator with a repetition period of N=(2^10-1) bits. The GMSK signals are then corrupted with AWGN before transmission through the Digital-to-Analogue Converter (DAC). In the receiver, the received sampled signals at the output of the Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC) are filtered in the pre-detection BPF which is performed by a FIR filter. This filter is implemented in DSP with B,T=1.0 [4], where B, is the cut-off frequency of the filter. The output of the pre-detection BPF is then demodulated by one of the differential detectors. The regenerated output is then compared with a PRBS generator in the receiver that is in synchronisation with the PRBS generator in the transmitter, for monitoring the bits in error. The decision for each received bit is made by averaging over the central 4 samples and quadrature matched filtering is used for synchronisation purposes, only at the start of transmission followed by a preamble. The results of the BER testing for these receivers are presented in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 for \( B_n = 0.25 \).

It is evident that PC improves performance considerably in all of the differential GMSK detectors. The performance of the 1bit-PC is almost identical to that of a conventional 2-bit detector, and the performance of the 2-bit detector is improved by 3 dB at BER=10^{-4} by
applying phase control in its delay arm. It is observed in Fig. 16 that the 1+2PC receiver system clearly provides a better performance than 2-bitPC and can be considered as a better option despite the fact that it requires more processing. The 2+3PC receiver system does not provide a better performance than the 1+2PC receiver which is in contrary to the simulation results of [3]. It is noted that the performances of the receivers with phase control degrade rapidly at low values of Eb/N0. This is due to bit error propagation as a result of feedback mechanism in the system.

![Graph](image)

Fig. 15 Performances of the DSP differential GMSK receivers (Bn=0.25)

![Graph](image)

Fig. 16 Performances of the combined output receivers (Bn=0.25)

7. Conclusion

Coherent detection is superior to any of the differential detectors although its poor performance in a Rayleigh fading field has highlighted the need to either optimise its performance by, for instance, adopting diversity techniques where possible, or develop new detection methods. In this paper, an in-depth study of the differential detection of GMSK has been carried out in order to gain an understanding of the effect of the ISI that is introduced by the GLPF of the transmitter on the signal phase. Whilst implementing the differential detectors on DSP it has been shown how the ISI effect may be greatly reduced by applying phase control on the delay arm of the detectors. The BER performance of the combined receivers at Bn=0.25 were in agreement with those of the simulated versions of [3], except for 2+3PC receiver. The 1+2PC differential GMSK receiver is now only about 3 dB (BER=10^-5) inferior to coherent detection without the associated problems.

A Bn value of 0.25 has been used for these measurements since it is at this value that maximum spectral efficiency of digital land mobile radio is achieved.
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